Beyond our campus in Appleton, Lawrentians also call Björklunden home. It’s a 425-acre estate with 1.25 miles of Lake Michigan shoreline in Door County—less than two hours northeast of campus. A beautiful lodge (complete with a giant fireplace) sleeps up to 100 students and boasts a recital hall as well as plenty of open spaces so that different student groups can use it for retreats, workshops, and relaxation away from campus. (It is busy every weekend of the year.)

Colleges have many traditions, and you will be introduced to one of ours at the end of your first day at Lawrence. You will meet one at a time with the president of this college, engaged, with a warm welcome, a look in the eye that confirms that you are now an important member of a new community. You are a Lawrentian.
YOUR LAWRENTIANS ARE INTERNATIONAL.

132 countries
48 states
22 NCAA-III teams

WE ARE THE MUSIC MAKERS...

You may have heard about our world-class conservatory of music, but whether you’re a violin virtuoso or a Spotify connoisseur, everyone can find a place in Lawrence’s music scene.

• More than 24/7
• Opera every year
• Music theatre production every year
• All Lawrentians—not just music majors—can audition for all ensembles
• Three musical events on an average night
• More than 200 original artists performing in more than 50 venues annually

EXPERIENCE THE LAWRENCE COMMUNITY IN FOUR MINUTES AND 42 SECONDS.

Watch “The Rabbit’s Nose” at youtube.com/lawrenceuniversity for a moving picture of Lawrence life.

APPLETON AT A GLANCE:

City/metro population: 75,040/259,000
2 Fortune 500 companies in the area ( Kimberly Clark, Thrivent)
200+ clubs, on-campus, off-campus, fine dining, food courts, local eateries, and restaurants
Home of World Series (hosted annually by Lawrence) share a stadium just six miles from campus.
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APPLETON—A GREAT COLLEGE CITY

SO... ABOUT THAT WEATHER

Oh, we’ll admit it: sometimes this writer here can be best described as “character-building.” On the other hand, the changes of seasons here (fall, spring, that first snowfall) are some of the most spectacular in the world. Oh, and if you’re wondering what our average temperatures are like around here...
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